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Synopsis

This comprehensive workbook is keyed to the text and provides numerous exercises and questions to help students reinforce learning. Procedure checklists are included as well as questions for the Mosby’s Nurse Assisting Video Series. New to this edition is a Competency Review section that will help students prepare for the certification exam.
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Customer Reviews

Overall a good exercise book but doesn’t seem to be answer keys or at least some parts are missing some. Nevertheless, it’s pretty obvious what the answers are if you have the textbook that this book comes along with. Pretty basic Q&A.

I knew that I needed this book and was planning on just buying it at my local bookstore. When I found out 3 days before class that my bookstore didn’t sell it separate from the textbook, I immediately logged on. I was more than pleased with the price and since I am a prime member, next day shipping was only 4 bucks more. I ordered it about 10am on Thursday and got the book about 4pm Friday. The book was in perfect condition and I am more than happy with my purchase. Thank you again! :)

No answer key in the book. Very hard material which is good if you are the type that like challenge. Because this book is kind of an introduction to nursing, I have to get the answer key
I ordered this book for a class I'm recently taking, so I needed it fast. Other times when I paid for next day shipping I wouldn't get my package until two days later, but with this book I got it the next day. I ordered in the afternoon around 3:30pm and it showed up at my door at 3:00pm the next day which was Saturday. The book was in excellent condition, and I didn't have any problems.

very good book, but the best is the customer service loved it my initial order was sent to a different town and when i called they promised me to ship the book the next day and sure did received my book the next day

Utilizes fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice, crosswords, and matching exercises to review vocabulary, terms and concepts. There are also "independent learning activities" which are questions and suggestions to discover in your local community (as far as resources, job descriptions, etc.) Each chapter has 5 to 8 pages of practice. Nothing too challenging.

I finished my CNA course with this book. No pages missing no nothing. It was perfect and the price was reasonable. School was charging 110 bucks for this book. Glad I bought it on here. Thanks

I am please with the quality job that .com give to me when I need this book for the next day class. Everything was faster, the book got here on time for my class. Great job!!!!
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